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Abstract. Fiber-optic sensing technology is best adapted to health monitoring and evaluation of power grids
because of its immunity of electromagnetic interference, capabilities of multiplexing and distributed sensing, and
tolerance to harsh environments. We review key fiber-optic sensing technologies, including fiber Bragg gratings,
fiber-optic interferometers, optical time domain reflectometries, and their applications in three main parts of
power grids, transformers, power towers, and overhead transmission lines, during the past 20 years. In particu-
lar, optical fiber composite overhead ground wire and optical phase conductor applied in power grids are the
areas of great potential to go further. The perspectives of an intelligent fault diagnosis subsystem for power grids
based on a fiber-optic sensing network are discussed, and related on-going work is described. The review shall
be of benefit to both engineers and researchers in power grids and fiber-optic sensing. © 2019 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.58.7.072007]
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1 Introduction
Power generating stations are usually located near energy
sources, such as coal mines, dam sites, or renewable energy
farms. Power grids are interconnected networks for deliver-
ing electricity from stations to consumers.1 A power grid
usually consists of transformers, power towers, overhead
transmission lines and distribution lines, many other compo-
nents including circuit breakers, disconnectors, surge arrest-
ors, etc. The electric power which is generated is stepped up
to a high voltage at which it connects to the overhead trans-
mission lines. On arrival at a substation, the power will be
stepped down from a transmission level voltage to a distri-
bution level voltage by transformers. The power tower is
a tall structure, usually a steel lattice tower, used to support
an overhead transmission line. Finally, the power is stepped
down again from the distribution voltage to the required
service voltage.1 The losses caused by natural disasters
(e.g., rainstorm, snowstorm, and thunder striking) to the
power grid are enormous. It is thus of great significance
to form an intelligent fault diagnosis system for the health
monitoring and evaluation of a power grid in real time.

The different parts of a power grid have their respective
major failure causes. For transformers, electrical and thermal
stresses always occurred and induced their breakdown. The
gas voids (voids in solid epoxy insulation or bubbles in trans-
former oil) caused by the electrical and thermal stresses will
induce partial discharge. Protracted partial discharge is a sign
used to evaluate the fault possibility. The waste heat gener-
ated in transformer operation causes temperature rise in the
internal structures of the transformer, which would generate
hydrogen (H2). The abnormity of temperature and H2

concentration are two early signs for the potential failure
of transformers as well. Power towers are threatened by land-
slides, debris flows, erections of foundation settlement, lines
galloping, and so on, which induce considerable strain, tilt,
and deformation of the power towers. Overhead transmission
lines are easily suffered from the impact of complex
meteorological and geographical conditions, which may
cause short circuits and open circuits. Galloping, windy,
icing, temperature of transmission lines are the main objects
of observation.

Fiber-optic sensing technology has developed rapidly in
the past 30 years. It has been widely used in the monitoring
of structural health,2–4 geology,5–7 industrial engineering,8,9

aircraft,10,11 environment,12,13 and so on.14,15 Due to its
advantages, including immunity of electromagnetic interfer-
ence, capabilities of multiplexing and distributed sensing,
and tolerance to harsh environments, fiber-optic sensing
technology is a suitable option for the applications in power
grids. On the other hand, optical fiber composite overhead
ground wire (OPGW) and optical phase conductor (OPPC)
are used extensively as power transmission lines, which
prove the priority of the fiber-optic sensing technology
naturally.16

For the past 20 years, there have been many reports
about the applications of fiber-optic sensing in power grids.
However, there are few papers to give a comprehensive
review of this important application area even though many
excellent review papers of fiber-optic sensors have been
given.17–22 This paper is given to fill the gap. It would be
benefit to the researchers in power grid to know fiber-
optic sensing technologies used already and also gives a
shortcut for the researchers in fiber-optic sensing to know
the requirements and huge potential market in power grid.

This review paper is arranged as follows: fiber-optic sens-
ing technologies used in power grids are introduced briefly in
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the first part of Sec. 2. Then we review fiber-optic sensing
applications in the main components of a power grid, includ-
ing transformers, power tower, and overhead transmission
lines, which is the second part of Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, the per-
spective and consideration types of optical fiber sensors
working collaboratively to form an intelligent early fault
diagnosis subsystem are discussed and one on-going project
as an example of cases is described. This paper ends up with
a brief conclusion.

2 Fiber-Optic Sensing Applications in Power Grid
This section will review the fiber-optic sensing technologies,
including fiber Bragg grating (FBG), fiber-optic inter-
ferometer, distributed fiber-optic sensing, and power grid.
Transformers, power tower, and overhead transmission
lines are three key components of a power grid as shown
in Fig. 1. Two main failure causes of a transformer are elec-
trical and thermal stresses, which can be monitored by partial
discharge and the abnormity of temperature and gases,
H2 typically. The geology/weather-induced strain, tilt, and
deformation of power towers can be measured by fiber-
optic sensors. The short circuit or open circuit of transmis-
sion lines may be evaluated by the measurements of temper-
ature, icing, and galloping. Fiber-optic-interferometer-based
sensors can be designed with super high sensitivity, but they
are used to detect partial discharge. FBGs have been widely
used in all types of applications because of their ultrastrong
multiplexing capability and appeared to be one of the best
commercialized optical fiber devices. Distributed fiber-
optic sensors have been practiced in most applications as
well and prove to be one of the most promising sensing
schemes because of OPPC/OPGW used extensively in
power grids.

2.1 Brief Introduction of Fiber-Optic Sensing
Technology

First, we introduce briefly the principles of fiber-optic sens-
ing technologies used widely in power grid monitoring. The
principles of these types of fiber-optic sensors can be sum-
marized in two categories: point sensor and distributed sen-
sor. A point fiber-optic sensor produces measurement data
at certain locations according to where its specific sensing
components are, whereas the distributed fiber-optic sensor
produces the measurement data of the spatial and temporal
domains across long distances. The point sensor has a variety
of configurations such as FBG and some types of fiber-
optic interferometer. The distributed fiber-optic sensing
technology including optical time-domain reflectometry
(OTDR), phase sensitive optical time-domain reflectometry
(Φ-OTDR), Brillouin optical time-domain reflectometry
(B-OTDR), the stimulated Brillouin optical time-domain
analysis (B-OTDA), and Raman optical time-domain reflec-
tometry (R-OTDR).

2.1.1 Fiber Bragg grating

FBG is a periodic and permanent modification of the core
refractive index value (typically 10−5 to 10−3) along the opti-
cal fiber axis.23–25 Two counter-propagating core modes will
be coupled, which cause a Bragg reflection (shown in Fig. 2)
and the Bragg wavelength can be expressed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;457λB ¼ 2neffΛ; (1)

where neff is the effective refractive index of the core mode at
the Bragg wavelength, and Λ is the period of the FBG. FBG
can be used as a temperature or strain sensor by observing
the Bragg wavelength changed by strain or temperature.
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Fig. 1 The structure of the power grid and the fiber-optic sensing technology mostly applied in power
grid.
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For an FBG inscribed in standard SMF-28, the strain and
temperature sensitivity is about 1.2 pm∕με and 13.5 pm∕°C
around 1550 nm, respectively.24

The main advantage of FBG is an absolute measurement
and independent of the light fluctuating. Due to the narrow-
band reflective spectrum and the low insertion loss, FBG
arrays are easily constructed along a single-mode fiber
(SMF). The excellent multiplexing capability is beneficial for
distributed sensing or quasidistributed sensing. Nowadays,
FBGs play more and more important roles in sensing
applications.

2.1.2 Fiber-optic interferometer

Fiber-optic interferometer is a common technology in sens-
ing areas. In most fiber-optic interferometers, light is split
into two beams that propagate in different optical paths
then combined again.26 The output light contains informa-
tion about the optical path difference and is displayed
as a cosine function. The phase difference ΔΦ can be
described as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;353ΔΦ ¼ 2π

λ
ΔðnLÞ; (2)

whereΔðnLÞ is the optical path difference, and λ is the wave-
length. For sensing applications, one of the beams is

isolated from the environment variations to work as a refer-
ence arm, and the other is used to detect the variations of the
environment, which is named as a sensing arm. The optical
path difference changed by the environmental variations
will move the interference fringe, which is used as sensing
scheme.

Based on different working principles, a fiber-optic inter-
ferometer can be categorized into a Mach–Zehnder interfer-
ometer (MZI), Michelson interferometer (MI), Fabry–Perot
interferometer (FPI), and Sagnac interferometer (SI).

As shown in Fig. 3(a), an MZI works in a transmission
mode. The light is launched into the fiber and then coupled
into two fibers by a coupler. The other coupler is used to
combine the light in two fibers to realize the interference.
The in-line MZI-based sensors have been rapidly developed
due to their compact configurations and designable func-
tions. They usually operate with two modes and realized
interference in one fiber, eliminating the need for couplers.
Nowadays, some typical configurations have been designed
using long-period grating (LPG), SMF, photonic crystal fiber
(PCF), and tapered fibers.27–31

The MI works in a reflection mode as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The MI sensor generally required a mirror element to reflect
the light at the end of fiber. Some typical in-line MI configu-
rations are also designed using LPG, PCF, twin-core fiber,
and so on.32–35

Light source

Spectrum 
detector

FBG

λB=2neffΛ

Coupler

Fig. 2 Schematic of an FBG.

Fig. 3 Schematic of fiber interferometers: (a) MZI, (b) MI, (c) FPI, and (d) SI.
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An FPI is generally composed of two parallel reflecting
surfaces separated by a certain distance (called an etalon).36

Two reflected beams form an interference fringe. Two cat-
egories of FPI sensors, extrinsic FPI (EFPI) and intrinsic
FPI (IFPI), are shown in Fig. 3(c) according to the reflectors
outside or inside the fiber. The EFPI could obtain a high-
finesse interference signal by utilizing high reflective
mirrors.37 The inside reflector of IFPI sensor could be formed
by micromachining, FBG, chemical etching, and thin film
deposition.38–41 It is important to design an etalon length of
FPI-based sensor to balance the requirements of sensing
range and sensitivity in applications.

Different from the above fiber interferometers, an SI is
formed by an optical fiber loop. As illustrated in Fig. 3(d),
the input light is divided into two directions by a coupler and
the clockwise and counter-clockwise propagating light com-
bined again by the same coupler.42 The output spectrum con-
tains the beating frequency of the two counter-propagating
light if the fiber coil is rotated. Nowadays, SIs has been
applied in various sensing applications and fiber-optic
gyroscopes43 may be the most significant.

2.1.3 Distributed fiber-optic sensing technology

For distributed fiber-optic sensing technology, the fiber opti-
cal itself acts as a continuous array of sensors. The environ-
mental perturbation affects the parameters of the core of
fiber, such as optical length, diameter, and refractive index,
which modulate the backscattered light, including its inten-
sity, phase, and frequency. Monitor the backscattered light of
the fiber, the surrounding environment perturbations can be
figure out.

The backscattering can be categorized as Rayleigh,
Brillouin, and Raman, which are shown in Fig. 4. Rayleigh
scattering is caused by the inhomogeneity of the fiber core
and the backscattered Rayleigh light has the same the wave-
length with the input light.44–47 Brillouin scattering is caused
by an acoustic wave from lattice vibration, which is the
interaction between the input light and the phonon.47 The
Brillouin backscattering is usually about 15 and 20 dB
weaker than the Rayleigh backscattering and has a frequency
shift ∼11 GHz for SMF around 1550 nm. This frequency
shift is sensitive to temperature and strain.48 Spontaneous
Raman scattering is caused by the phonons49 and about
10 dB weaker than the spontaneous Brillouin scattering.

A frequency shift ∼13.0 THz with a wide bandwidth of
∼6 THz is much larger than that of the Brillouin scattering.
The intensity of Stokes signal is temperature insensitive,
whereas the anti-Stokes signal is temperature sensitive.
Therefore, the Raman scattering light can be used to temper-
ature measurement.50 Some distributed sensing technologies
based on the scattering mechanisms are introduced here
briefly.

OTDR. Since demonstrated by Barnoski and Jensen,51

OTDR has become a commercial instrument to characterize
an optical fiber. The working principle of OTDR is illustrated
in Fig. 5. A short optical pulse is launched into the fiber and
monitoring the attenuation of the backscattered signal by
a detector.52,53 The Rayleigh backscattering light should
be decayed exponentially with time. The external perturba-
tions (e.g., bending, break-induced end face, or introduce
a connector) applied on the fiber will be changed the attenu-
ation at the perturbation location. The attenuation of
Rayleigh backscattered light is used for distributed sensing
along the fiber.

The spatial resolution of an OTDR is defined as cτ∕2n. c
and n are the light velocity in vacuum and refractive index of
optical fiber, respectively. τ is the bandwidth of the input
pulse. The lower the bandwidth of the input pulse, the higher
the spatial resolution. However, it means lower pulse power,
which decrease the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of OTDR and
is a serious problem for long-range sensing. Therefore, it is
important to optimize the bandwidth of pulse to satisfy
the spatial resolution and the sensing range in application.
In addition, the response time of the detector is usually sev-
eral nanoseconds, which also limited the spatial resolution
of OTDR.

Φ-OTDR. The Φ-OTDR technique was first proposed by
Taylor and Lee54 by detecting the intensity changes of the
interferometric light and has become an effective tool for dis-
tributed vibration and intrusion sensing nowadays.55–58

Different from OTDR, Φ-OTDR requires a highly coherent
laser with narrow line width. The output signal of Φ-OTDR
is modulated by the coherent interaction of numerous scat-
tering centers within the pulse duration. The working prin-
ciple of theΦ-OTDR is shown in Fig. 6. When a perturbation
is applied on a sensing fiber, the phase will change at the
position due to the change in refractive index and length
of the fiber. This induces the intensity change corresponding
to the time or the position. The backscattered Rayleigh
light is launched into an interferometer system, such as an
imbalanced MI (or MZI). The output interference signal is
split into three signals differing by 2π∕3 phase delay by a
3 × 3 coupler. Three PDs detect the signals and a data acquis-
ition card saved the signals. Then the perturbation can be
identified by proper demodulation algorithm. Similar to
OTDR, the spatial resolution and the sensing range need
to be balanced. Another challenge for Φ-OTDR is the polari-
zation mismatch, which could reduce the probability of
detecting perturbation points and result in wrong signals.

B-OTDR and B-OTDA. The Brillouin scattering-based
distributed sensing was focused on temperature and strain
measurement.59–62 Brillouin scattering-based sensors are
categorized as the B-OTDR and B-OTDA.

Return signal wavelength
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Fig. 4 Typical spontaneous scattering spectrum in an optical fiber.
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B-OTDR is based on spontaneous Brillouin scattering and
was initially introduced to enhance the working range of
OTDR.63 The operation principle of B-OTDR is shown in
Fig. 7. A pulsed laser launched optical pulse into the sensing
fiber and generate spontaneous Brillouin scattering. A local
laser generates continuous wave (CW) light to act as the
heterodyne light. The heterodyne light is mixed with the
scattered light. The detector is receiving the coherent signal.
Despite that the back scattered signal is weak, it can be work
even if the fiber is broken, which is suited for industrial
applications.64 B-OTDA is based on stimulated Brillouin
scattering. As shown in Fig. 8, a pulse laser and a CW
laser launched light to both ends of the fiber. To detect
the weak counter propagating Brillouin scattering signal,
a coherent detection technique is adopted.65 When the fre-
quency difference of the CW signal and the input pulse is
equal to the Brillouin frequency shift, stimulation of the
Brillouin scattering occurs.53,66 B-OTDA measures the gain
of the two counter propagating waves and improves the
performance. However, it does not work when the loop is
broken at any point of the fiber.

R-OTDR. Since being proposed in the 1980s,50,67 Raman-
based sensing systems have widely been used in distributed

temperature measurement. The operation principle of R-
OTDR is illustrated in Fig. 9. A pulsed laser source launched
a pulse into the fiber. The detector used to measure the back-
scattered Stokes and anti-Stokes band responses over a
roundtrip propagation. A section of fiber that knows the tem-
perature is inserted between the coupler and sensing fiber for
temperature calibration. In principle, there are some limita-
tions with the types of fiber in R-OTDR systems. For multi-
mode fiber, the intermodal dispersion will broaden the pulse
signal and reduce the spatial resolution. For SMF, a high-
performance laser source and anti-Stokes photodetector are
required because the wavelength of anti-Stokes signal should
be larger than the cut-off wavelength of the fiber (∼1310 nm
for standard SMF). For example, an R-OTDR sensing system
based on 15-km SMFs requires the detector working long
wavelengths, such as InGaAs photodetectors.68

2.2 Fiber-Optic Sensing Applications in Transformers

Transformers play an important role in power system net-
works. They regulate voltage levels for safe, reliable, and
economic transmission and distribution of electrical energy
from power generating stations to utility end. A schematic
diagram of the fiber sensor in the transformer is shown in
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Fig. 5 The principle of operation of the OTDR.
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Fig. 10. Large power transformers have a normal life expect-
ancy of 60 years if routine maintenance is performed.21

Despite this, electrical and thermal stresses always occurred
during long service period, which could induce in-service
failures. It is essential to monitor the condition of a trans-
former to avoid premature malfunction or breakdown.
Monitoring partial discharge, temperature of oil and wind-
ing, andH2 concentration are the solutions for an early detec-
tion of potential failures.

2.2.1 Partial discharge monitoring

Partial discharge is defined as a localized dielectric break-
down under high-voltage stress, which bridges the insulation
between two conductors.69 It is the main phenomenon that
causes the degradation of insulation of high-voltage power
transformers. To ensure the safety of power transmission,
partial discharge measurements are an effective method of
monitoring the condition of power transformers.
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Fig. 7 The principle of operation of the B-OTDR.
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Partial discharge generates mechanical stress waves that
propagate through the surrounding oil in the range of 100 to
300 kHz.21 To detect these waves, acoustic emission
detection methods are the most used in partial discharge
monitoring. Compared with ultrahigh frequency method,
the acoustic detection method is immune to electromagnetic
interference, and it is easy to locate the insulation defect with
the detected signal. Optical fiber as a dielectric material can
be easily placed directly into the power transformer to get
close to the potential partial discharge source, enabling it
to diagnose small defects. Many investigations demonstrated
the excellent characteristics of optical fiber sensor in partial
discharge monitoring.

Interferometric sensors have been widely investigated in
partial discharge monitoring. Some researchers used MZI to
detect partial discharge by acquiring acoustic signals.70–73

Based on all fiber MZI and homodyne demodulation, 1.3-Pa
acoustic pressure can be detected in a transformer.72 A multi-
channel heterodyne interferometer capable of processing
four channels simultaneously is applied to locate the
partial discharge position.73 An MI-based sensor with a high
SNR and flat response between 20 to 150 kHz is used to
monitor the partial discharge.74 EFPI sensors75–78 have
been used by some researchers to detect partial discharge
due to its compact size and realize single-point measurement.
It is need to note that at the same conditions, the EFPI
configuration had a better performance compared with the
IFPI sensor.79 Due to truly path-matched interference mode,
Sagnac interferometric sensor shows its stability against
environmental temperature influences and attracted research-
ers’ interest. Based on the fiber-optic SI, internal acoustic
pressure and vibration due to the partial discharge in the
transformer was monitored.80 A fiber-optic acoustic sensor

was reported using a balanced Sagnac sensor and an
EDFA-based fiber ring laser with the degree of polarization
tunable function. The experimental results showed its
feasibility to monitor high-frequency acoustic pressure to
300 kHz.81

FBG sensor82–84 is also used widely because of its multi-
plexing capability and small size. Due to impulsive acoustic
pressure generated during partial discharge, detecting the
wavelength shift of FBGs is a solution for partial discharge
monitoring.82 The intensity demodulation method based on
FBGs and a wide band laser is also suitable for partial dis-
charge monitoring.83 This type of partial discharge detection
system does not require either an FBG analyzer or a narrow
band tunable laser source. However, the sensitivity of the
system was not very high. FBGs combined with FPI configu-
ration can improve the sensitivity of detecting the weak
pressure.84 Another method to improve the sensitivity is to
use a phase shift FBG (PS-FBG).85,86 Because the PS-FBG
exhibits a sharp resonance, the ultrasonic sensitivity is
improved compared with the FBG. It has been reported
that the sensitivity of PS-FBG-based ultrasonic sensor is
8.46 dB higher than PZT sensor between 50 to 400 kHz.86

2.2.2 Temperature monitoring

The undesirable heat radiation in the transformer weakens
the insulation of transformers, which causes faults in the
high probability. The transformer losses are among the
most important factors in rising of top oil and hot-spot
temperature (HST). This causes rapid thermal degradation
of insulation. HST, the highest temperature on the oil or
winding, is the most important parameter of the transform-
er’s life calculation. Industry standards limit maximum
allowable HSTs in transformers to 140°C with conventional
oil insulation.21

Traditional calculation and measurement of temperature
distribution inside power transformers including calculation
formula for HST,87 finite-element method,88 analytical
methods,89,90 and diagnostic measurements.91 Optical fiber
sensors are a better choice for temperature monitoring in
power transformer for the reasons of electromagnetic inter-
ference and intrinsic safety. The Raman scattering-based
sensing technology can realize a distributed temperature
sensing (DTS) along the whole optical fiber. The temperature
distribution along the winding of a 22-MVA in an oil-cooled
power transformer was measured by DTS technology,92,93

shown in Fig. 11. It is a trend for the temperature measure-
ment in transformer.

Oil

Primary winding

Secondary winding

Magnetic core

PDFiber 
sensor

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of fiber sensor in transformer.

Fig. 11 Fiber-optic distributed temperature measurements along the
windings in a power transformer.93
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The FBG array is another choice to realize quasi-DTS in
power transformer, which overcome the long acquisition
time and the lower sensitivity of DTS system. An FBG tem-
perature sensor achieved temperature measurement within
the transformer winding.94,95 Hot-spot measurements based
on FBG sensors were realized on the power transformers
of 25 kVA,96 154 kV,97,98 31.5 MVA∕110 kV,99 and
35 kV∕4000 kVA.100 Optical fiber sensors have much
lower error deviation compared with that of Pt100 resistance
thermometers.101

2.2.3 Hydrogen monitoring

In a transformer, oil worked as insulation, coolant, as well as
the condition indicator will generate gasses, such as H2,
ethane (C2H6), methane (CH4), acetylene (C2H2), ethylene
(C2H4), carbon monoxide (CO), and carbon dioxide (CO2)
when the electrical or thermal stresses are accumulated to a
certain degree. The fault gases in the transformer oil will
reduce its insulation. The gases abnormity is the first evi-
dence of an incipient fault in a transformer. For example,
the abnormal C2H6 and C2H4 concentrations often mean
there is thermal fault <300°C and between 300°C to 700°C,
respectively, while the abnormal H2 concentration means
a partial discharge or a thermal fault between 150°C to
300°C.21 According to the IEEE standards,102 the concentra-
tions for these key gases and the corresponding status of the
transformers are listed in Table 1.

The traditional methods to analyze the dissolved gases in
transformers including the chromatography,103,104 spectros-
copy,105,106 and gas sensors.107–110 Some electrochemical
sensors based on semiconducting metal oxides have been
utilized to gas sensing.107–110 Optical fiber gas sensors attract
people’s interest due to its low cost, simple structure, and
immunity to electromagnetic interference. Nowadays, opti-
cal fiber sensors have realized monitoring these gases of con-
cern, such as CH4,

111–114 C2H2,
115,116 and H2, in transformer

oil. Among these gases, H2 especially in Ref. 117, provides a
clearer insight in the health condition of a transformer and
allows for an early failure evaluation.

The H2 concentration sensors need to meet the following
specifications to provide a continuous monitoring of the
condition of power transformer. They should work from
environment temperature to at least 110°C. The H2 concen-
tration detection range should be from 100 to 1000 ppm.
Selectivity toward H2 is crucial to avoid false alarms.118

Themain types of fiber-optic sensing schemes, FBG-,119–125

modified FBG-,126–129 reflection,130,131 and interferometer-132

based are all by coating Pb-film on fiber as shown in

Figs. 12(a)–12(d), respectively. For FBGs coating with the
Pd-based film, the expansion of the Pd-based thin film
induced by the H absorption would introduce the stress
on FBGs and their Bragg wavelength may shift, which is
used as the sensing scheme. The thickness of Pd films
shows different responses.119 An FBG hydrogen sensor
based on Pd/Ag composite film displays better stability
than that of the pure Pd film.120,121 Optimizing the micro-
structure by reducing the grain size or thickness of the
films can improve the sensor performance. Pd/Au film122

and Pd/Cr film123-based FBGs hydrogen sensors were also
reported. A polymer coating is added as an intermediate
layer to improve the poor adhesion between the thick Pd
film and optical fiber.124,125 To improve the sensitivity,
a D-shaped FBG sensor-coated with a Pd thin film by
magnetron sputtering was reported to test dissolved H2 in
transformer oil.126 A high sensitivity of 1.96 ppm at every
1-pm wavelength shift was demonstrated in the range of
0 to 719.7 ppm of dissolved H2.

Some literature reported a side-polished FBG-based
hydrogen sensor, whose scheme is illustrated in Fig. 12(b).
Due to its intrinsically sensitive to curvature, side-polished
FBG can improve the sensitivity of H2 sensing. Compared
to a standard FBG coated with the same WO3-Pd film,
the side-polished FBG can increase the sensitivity of the
sensor by >100%.127 The sensitivity of a Pd/Ag composite
film-based side-polished FBG sensor is about 11.4 times
the conventional FBG sensors.128 Like the structure of the
side-polished FBG, the sensitivity of a 16-μm chemically
etched FBG-based hydrogen sensor is improved by
>30%.129

For reflection-based sensors,130,131 as shown in Fig. 12(c),
the Pd film is coated at the end face of an optical fiber
and its reflectivity is changed due to the H2 absorption.
WO3-Pd2Pt-Pt composite film130 coated on the end face
of the optical fiber exhibited a detection limit of 20 ppm
in air at 25°C. The filtering function of Pd2Pt-Pt catalyst
layer provided a good selectivity against 2% CH4 and
1% CO. A polytetrafluorethylene-Pd (PTFE-Pd) thin film-
based fiber-optic sensor131 was demonstrated to measure
the dissolved H2 concentration. The results indicated that
a larger range of H2 concentrations could be measured at
higher temperatures, which are more relevant for the temper-
ature of an operating power transformer.

A PCF modal interferometer-based H2 monitoring sensor
for power transformer was also demonstrated.132 As shown
in Fig. 12(d), when the Pd∕WO3 film coated on the PCF
surface absorbs H2, the effective phase difference of inter-
ferometer was changed by the induced stress and the

Table 1 Dissolved gas concentrations for the key gases and total dissolved combustible gas (TDCG).

Status

Dissolved key gas concentration limits (ppm)

H2 CH4 C2H2 C2H4 C2H6 CO CO2 TDCG

Standard 100 120 1 50 65 350 2500 720

Caution 101 to 700 121 to 400 2 to 9 51 to 100 66 to 100 351 to 570 2500 to 4000 721 to 1920

Warning 701 to 1800 401 to 1000 10 to 35 101 to 200 101 to 150 571 to 1400 4000 to 10,000 1921 to 4630

Danger >1800 >1000 >35 >200 >150 >1400 >10;000 >4630
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resonant wavelength of interference spectrum was shifted.
Experiment results showed a linear correlation between
the resonant wavelength and the concentration of H2

dissolved in the transformer oil and a sensitivity of about
0.109 pm∕ðμL∕LÞ with a response time of ∼30 min.

In summary, partial discharge, temperature, and hydrogen
abnormity induced by electrical and thermal stresses in trans-
formers are the main early faults needed to be detected. As
shown in Table 2, types of fiber-optic interferometers are
suitable for partial discharge monitoring by detecting acous-
tic emission signals and FBG sensors with smaller size and
stronger multiplexing capability are an alternative choice but
with lower sensitivity. A distributed optical sensing system,
mainly based on R-OTDR, is a solution in temperature
monitoring with the accuracy of ∼1°C, the spatial resolution
of meter-level and the measurement time of second-level.
Quasidistributed sensing technology, FBGs, with less meas-
urement points is more suitable for the requirements of
higher resolution of centimeter level, higher measurement
speed of kilohertz level, and higher accuracy of ∼1°C.
Hydrogen in transformer oil has been monitored by Pb-
film-coated optical fiber sensors. To improve their sensitivity
and response, time optimizations are still focused on the
film thickness, materials, and the structures of optical fiber
sensors.

2.3 Fiber-Optic Sensing Applications in Power Tower

Power towers are used as the critical support units of con-
ductors and ground wires. The unbalanced tension, even
the tower collapse or the conductor disconnection shown
in Fig. 13, may be caused by the loads of wind, icing, trans-
mission line galloping, and so on. If the strain, tilt, and defor-
mation of power towers can be monitored in real time, the
towers can be strengthened and the occurrence of the tower
collapse will be decreased greatly. The most widely used
fiber-optic sensing technology in power tower is based on

FBG. Figure 13 shows a schematic diagram of power
tower and FBG-based sensing system. FBG sensors are
installed on the cross arms and tower body.

FBG strain sensors installed on the cross arm of the power
tower of Yanjin transformer station133 indicated that the
transmission lines sweeping wind is the main reason to cause
their deformation. Moreover, the earth pressure of power
tower is seasonal change with the local precipitation.134

FBG-based tower vibration was also demonstrated to satisfy
the prealarm requirement.135,136 Xie et al.137–139 designed
a 1000-kV double circuit tower-eight bundled conductors
coupling system based on FBG sensors. The experiment
results indicated that the dynamic tension should be consid-
ered in wind resistant design of tower-line coupling system.
A power tower landslide monitoring system based on FBGs
was applied in Maoxian.140,141 The monitoring results indi-
cated the power tower deformation was caused by a shallow
and slowly moving landslide. The online monitoring tech-
nology of tower foundation deformation was developed
based on the FBG stress sensor and successfully applied
in Jibei Power Grid in China.142 The results showed that
the stresses fluctuating with the wind speed are small if
the tower foundation is solid. Otherwise, the stresses were
expected to vary drastically.

In summary, FBG-based sensing is a widely used technol-
ogy in health monitoring of power towers, including their
deformation, vibration, and the safety of tower foundation.

2.4 Fiber-Optic Sensing Applications in Overhead
Transmission Lines

Overhead transmission lines are an important part of a power
grid, which easily suffer from the impact of complex
meteorological and geographical conditions. Many online
monitoring schemes were developed to improve the reliabil-
ity of transmission lines, such as temperature, icing, and
galloping monitoring. To monitor those events, fiber-optic

(a)

Core

Cladding

Polyimide layer 

Ti layer 

Pd layer 

(c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 12 Schemes of fiber-optic H2 sensors based on Pd-based films. (a) FBG,114 (b) D-shape FBG,128

(c) reflection-based sensor,131 and (d) interferometer.132
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sensing is a superior choice because of its intrinsic advantages
as well as the extensive applications of OPGW and OPPC as
shown in Fig. 14. There are optical fiber cables inside, which
can be used as the distributed sensing fiber directly by utilizing
the characteristic optical scattering effects.

2.4.1 Temperature monitoring

The temperature along the transmission lines is a crucial
parameter because it affects the ampacity of overhead trans-
mission lines. The common temperature measurement of

Table 2 Optical fiber sensing applied in the power transformers.

Monitoring targets Fiber-optic sensing technology Advantages Disadvantages

Partial discharge-induced
acoustic pressure
(100 to 300 kHz)

Interferometers MZ Interferometer70–73 High sensitivity and large
flat response range

Difficult to multiplex
MI74

FP Interferometer75–79

SI80,81

FBGs FBG82–84 Easy to multiplex Low sensitivity than
interferometers

PS-FBG85,86 Enhanced sensitivity of
FBG

Expensive than normal
FBG

Transformer temperature
(<150°C)

R-OTDR92,93 Distributed sensing Low spatial resolution
(meter-level)

FBG94–101 High spatial resolution
(centimeter level)

Quasidistributed sensing,
limited test points

Hydrogen in the
transformer oil (detection
range: 50 to 2000 ppm,
temperature range
30 to 110°C)131

FBGs (H2 absorption-
induced stress on FBG)

With Pd films119,123 Sensitivity can be optimized
by the thickness and
the material of the film

Pd or Pd-based composite
films are required to
absorb H2With Pd/Ag film120,121

With Pd/Au film122

With Pd/Cr film123

With Pd/Ti film124,125

Modified FBGs D-shape FBGs with
Pd films126–128

Enhanced sensitivity than
normal FBGs

Polish or etched process is
required

etched FBGs with
Pd films129

Reflectivity-based scheme
(fiber endface)

WO3-Pd film on fiber
endface130

Small size and low cost Multilayer films on the fiber
end face are required

PTFE-Pd film on fiber
endface131

PCF-based interferometer with Pd films132

(H2 absorption-induced stress)
Temperature-insensitive SMF-PCF-SMF structure is

required

Fig. 13 Schematic diagram of power tower and FBG-based sensing system.
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transmission lines includes noncontact infrared technology143

and direct measurement through the surface electronic
thermometer.144,145 However, these methods easily interact
with strong electromagnetic interference from the transmis-
sion line and require additional power. Nowadays, optical
fiber sensors become an effective method to measure the
temperature distribution of the transmission lines. Generally
speaking, two kinds of optical fiber temperature sensing
schemes, the point sensing and distributed fiber-optic sensing,
have been applied in transmission lines.

B-OTDR146 based on the Brillouin frequency shift with
temperature of optical fiber has been used to realize the
online temperature monitoring of three-phase cables with
OPPC/OPGW. The experimental results showed that the
temperature difference between the three-phase cables and
the optical fiber inside is 0.018°C. R-OTDR147 system
with the temperature accuracy of �1°C was used to measure
the temperature of 400/50 OPPC with different actual work-
ing conditions of current-carrying capacity, wind velocity,
and environment temperature. B-OTDR-based distributed
temperature sensor for localizing the lightning stroke-
induced temperature change in OPGW was also reported.148

FBGs149,150 with portable systems were also used in tem-
perature monitoring of transmission lines and they demon-
strated a higher accuracy of ∼0.1°C and greater stability.
An FBG-based temperature measurement system was
installed on No. 44 tower of 110-kV Zhengzou transmission
line in Luzhou, China.151 The FBG system was a quasidis-
tributed sensing technology and needed to inscribe the FBG
in the optical fiber, which is not fully matched with OPPC/
OPGW and limit its application.

2.4.2 Icing monitoring

Heavy ice coating of overhead transmission lines, as shown
in Fig. 15, imposes a serious threat to the safe operation of
power grids, such as conductor breakage, insulator flashover,
and tower collapse. Numerous theoretical icing models have
been developed to create reliable tools for predicting the
features of icing process.152

Many methods including climatological data method,
image method, load cell method, have been developed to
monitor the ice load of overhead transmission lines. For
the conventional electrical load cell used in ice monitoring,
it is easily disturbed by strong electromagnetic interference,
and it usually needs a power supply. The optical fiber load

cell has been widely applied in monitoring the ice coating of
overhead transmission lines without these problems.

Ogawa et al.153 presented an FBG load cell for ice mon-
itoring on overhead transmission lines and carried out the
tension experiment to acquire the relationship between the
load and strain. To solve the cross sensitivity of strain and
temperature, an unforced FBG is usually used as a compari-
son sensor. An FBG-based sensing system realized online
icing monitoring on the 44# tower of 110-kV Zhenzou
power grid.154 An overhead conductor tension sensor
based on FBG155,156 was connected to the tower and the insu-
lator with metallic clamps to monitor the icing-induced ten-
sion of 110-kV high-tension transmission line in Zhaotong,
Yunnan province. The experiment results indicated that the
tension sensitivity of the FBG sensor was 9.8 pm∕kN and
shows a good repeatability. A distributed online temperature
and strain fiber sensing system based on the combination of
B-OTDR and FBG were also proposed157 and shown in
Fig. 16. The B-OTDR sensing system is used to measure
the temperature of overhead lines and the FBG sensing
system is adopted to measure the tension of overhead lines.

To improve the performance of FBG-based icing monitor-
ing system, some structures were designed for load cell.158–164

Elastic element with two near-elliptical-shaped concavities
structure161 and coupled dual-beam (“S” beam) structure,162

which is shown in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), respectively, can
be worked in harsh environments with a good sensitivity
and resolution. The shearing structure with additional
grooves as elastic element of load cell was designed to detect
the eccentric load and temperature simultaneously.163,164 Two
vertically FBGs were mounted onto the additional grooves to
eliminate temperature effects on strain measurement without
extra FBG.

Some analysis models were also proposed by
researchers.165–167 A correction factor of gravity acceleration
was added and greatly improved measurement performance
in windy weather.165 A strain difference model achieved
absolute stress change values by measure the line sag differ-
ence constant of two points.166,167 Experiment in Xuefeng
mountain of Hunan shows that the strain difference model
is superior to the traditional calculation method and can be
applied on monitoring ice thickness of transmission lines.

Wydra et al.168 presented a method that monitors the state
of a transmission lines based on chirped FBG (CFBG) sen-
sors. Compared to the uniform FBG, the linearly CFBG has a
more considerable variation in wavelength, which would be

Fig. 14 Schematic diagram of OPPC/OPGW. Fig. 15 Icing of transmission lines.
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used to improve the sensitivity and accuracy. In the presented
CFBG sensor, temperature can be compensated by the spec-
trum shift.

2.4.3 Galloping monitoring

Transmission line galloping is wind-induced vibration of
both single and bundle overhead conductors with low fre-
quency (typically 0.1 to 3 Hz) and large amplitude (about
5 to 300 times of the power transmission lines diameter),
which usually occurs in a specific environment with strong
winds and transmission lines icing and lasts for several
hours. Galloping may reduce air gaps between conductors,
occasionally causing flashovers and repeated power supply
interruptions, which is really harmful for power grid.169

Galloping has been studied for many years in theory and
experiment, and many measures have been developed.170,171

However, the galloping of transmission lines under different

circumstances has not been accurately studied. The experi-
mental method is an effective way to study the mathematical
model of galloping or to verify the device to prevent
flashovers.172 Therefore, there is a great need for an effective
online galloping monitoring system. The commonly used
galloping monitoring techniques are camera and electrical
accelerometers. However, these methods are susceptible to
high-voltage environment and require power supply for
monitoring devices. Optical fiber sensing technology maybe
overcomes these limitations and plays a more and more
important role in real-time monitoring. Moreover, OPPC/
OPGW applied widely in transmission lines accelerates
the process.

Bjerkan173 monitored the vibrations of a 160-m span of
a 60-kV line by FBG sensors gluing on the phase conductor.
Huang et al.174 investigated an FBG strain sensor on the
phase conductor to measure its tension. Rui et al. designed
a two-dimensional FBG-based acceleration sensor to

Fig.16 Schematic diagram of galloping monitoring based on FBG sensors.157

Fig.17 (a) Elastic element with two near-elliptical-shaped concavities structure161 and (b) elastic element
with coupled dual-beam (“S” beam) structure.162
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monitor the power transmission line galloping.175 Chen
et al.176 used FBG-based strain sensor and temperature
sensor to monitor the galloping of an overhead power trans-
mission line. FBG sensors were installed on both ends of the
OPGW cable, which can be seen from Fig. 18. The experi-
ment results showed that the galloping amplitude could be
obtained accurately in real time.

Hao et al.157 developed a distributed online temperature
and strain fiber sensing system based on the combined
B-OTDR and FBG technology. The temperature of the trans-
mission lines was monitored by B-OTDR, whereas the ten-
sion of the transmission lines was measured by FBG sensing
system. The experimental line simulated the actual transmis-
sion line of Yun-Guang �80 kV DC transmission project.
The experiments showed that Brillouin scattering and the
FBG reflected signal would not affect each other. The trans-
mission line load variation could be measured effectively and
accurately by the FBG tension sensor.

A dynamic tension detection system composed of FBG
tension sensors, OPGW, and a wavelength interrogator, as
shown in Fig. 19, was designed to detect the galloping of
overhead transmission lines.177 The FBG tension sensor
was installed between an insulator string and power tower

to monitor the dynamic tension of the phase conductor.
A series of experiments at the State Grid Key Laboratory
of Power Overhead Transmission Line Galloping proved
its feasibility.

In summary, transmission lines are one of the most impor-
tant parts in a power grid system but easily affected by
weathering, such as icing and wind blowing. In addition,
the excessive temperature rise will cause high-power energy
loss and some accidents during high-voltage transmission
process. Table 3 illustrated the optical fiber sensing technol-
ogy applied on power towers and transmission lines. Two
main fiber-optic sensing technologies applied in transmis-
sion lines are the FBG sensing and distributed sensing tech-
nologies. FBG sensors are more stable and cheaper and
portable demodulation system. In contrast, the distributed
sensing technology requires a highly demanding light source
and a demodulator, but it can utilize the fiber in OPPC/
OPGW directly without extra packaging and installation
processes. Any point information along the OPPC/OPGW
can be measured by distributed sensing technologies.
The sensing cost is reduced dramatically and could be a
trend for the health monitoring of long-distance transmission
lines.

Fig.18 Schematic diagram of galloping monitoring based on FBG sensors.176

Fig.19 Schematic diagram of galloping monitoring system.177
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2.5 Other Applications

Equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD) can reflect the con-
tamination condition of the insulator. Monitoring ESDD is
useful to evaluate the contamination condition and clean
of the insulator. An FBG sensor for detecting ESDD on
insulators of power transmission lines was reported.178 By
additional polyimide layers, FBG is sensitive to humidity
and salt. An optical intensity attenuation-based ESDD mon-
itoring system was carried out in real transmission lines.179

The experiment results indicated that the error of the sensors
was <10%.

An FBG sensing system for wind speed measurement of
transmission lines was reported in Ref. 180. To overcome the
cross sensitivity, two FBGs were glued on the two surfaces of
the beam used to measure wind induced the force. The
experiment results that the measurement error of the wind
speed was less than �0.5 m∕s.

Oliveira et al.181–183 developed a fiber-optic sensor system
to monitor the current leakage of glass-type insulator strings
in Brazil power towers. Six leakage current sensors were
installed: two on a 230-kV tower and four on two 500-kV
towers. Combined the information of current leakage and
the environmental humidity, they could infer the degree of
pollution on insulator strings. Leakage current reached
high-peak levels during washing the insulator strings. They
also inferred the effectiveness of the washing from the leak-
age current after drying of the insulator strings.

2.6 Comparison of the Sensing Technologies
Applied in Power Grid

We reviewed fiber-optic sensing applications in the main
components of a power grid, including transformers, power
tower, and overhead transmission lines. Additionally, there
are many other sensing technologies applied in power
grid. Table 4 summarized the advantages and disadvantages
of typical sensing technology applied in power grids.
Compared to the other sensing technologies applied in power
gird, fiber-optic sensing technology shows some advantages,

including immunity of electromagnetic interference, capabil-
ities of multiplexing and distributed sensing, and tolerance
to harsh environments, which has great potential in power
grids.

3 Perspective of Fiber-Optic Sensing-Based
Intelligent Early Fault Diagnosis System

Nowadays, the applications of fiber-optic sensing technology
in power grids are still at the stage of experimental verifica-
tion and training. As mentioned above, lots of works have
been done in monitoring transformers, power towers, or
transmission lines, respectively. Few papers demonstrated
the consideration of a whole fiber-optic sensing network
to realize an intelligent early fault diagnosis system for
a power grid, which appears to be the development trend.
Our group has been carrying on a long-term project to realize
such an early fault diagnosis subsystem.184,185 The subsystem
consists of the analysis and the sensing parts based on
distributed and quasidistributed fiber-optic sensors such as
FBG, R-OTDR, and Φ-OTDR. Up to now, part of the sub-
system for power towers and transmission lines has been
built up and worked for two years in a power grid located
in Jianshan, Henan province.

The intelligent early fault diagnosis system, including
Φ-OTDR-based transmission line galloping measurement,
R-OTDR-based DTS for transmission lines and transform-
ers, FBG-based strain and tilt sensing for towers, and
FBG-based bolt loosening sensing for towers and trans-
former structures, is shown in Fig. 20. The optical fiber inte-
grated in OPPC/OPGW transmission lines between #3 tower
and #9 tower combined with Φ-OTDR and R-OTDR tech-
nologies were used to monitor the temperature and galloping
of the 4-km transmission lines. The health monitoring of #6
tensile tower was based on 94 FBG strain sensors in order to
accumulate its detail behaviors for different loads, which is
not necessary for a minimum system. More than 10 FBG-
based intelligent bolts have been built up and will be
installed on the #6 towers and transformer soon to observe
the bolt loosening process. The R-OTDR-based temperature

Table 3 Optical fiber sensing technology applied on power towers and transmission lines.

Monitoring targets Fiber-optic sensing technology Characteristics

Stress, tilt, and deformation of power
towers

FBGs133–142 (with different packaging and installation
schemes)

A standard measurement but
temperature compensation is needed

Temperature in the transmission lines R-OTDR/B-OTDR146–148 (combined with OPPC/OPGW) Distributed sensing with meter-level
spatial resolution

FBGs149–151 Quasidistributed sensing with centimeter-
level spatial resolution

Icing on transmission lines
(stress and temperature change)

FBGs FBGs153–156,158–167 (tension-induced strain
measurement)

Stable but temperature compensation
needed

FBGs combined with B-OTDR157

(tension-induced strain measurement)
Matched with OPPC and OPGW

Chirp FBGs168 (strain with temperature
compensation)

Strain and temperature simultaneously
difficult to multiplexing

Conductor motion (galloping mainly) FBGs Strain-based173–177 High stability but limited by sensor
numbers

Acceleration-based175
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Table 4 Sensing technologies applied in power grid.

Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Temperature Thermometer Low cost, traditional method Low accuracy, strong electromagnetic
interference

Infrared Simple measurement process Strong electromagnetic interference,
additional power supply

Fiber-optic sensors High-sensitivity, immune electromagnetic
interference, distributed sensing

Additional light source, high cost of
demodulation system for BOTDR or φOTDR

Structure health Strain gauges Low cost Hard to multiplex, electromagnetic
interference

Fiber-optic sensors Compact size, easy to multiplex Require a suitable package

Gas Chromatography Commercial instrument Offline measurement

Spectroscopy Commercial instrument Offline measurement

Electrochemical sensors Online monitoring, low cost Strong electromagnetic interference,
risks of shorts and sparks

Fiber-optic sensors Online monitoring, low cost

Icing Image method Effected by the heavy snow

Climatological data method Developed for years to predict the ice loading Not accurate

Electrical load cell Easily calculated using the measured tension Strong electromagnetic interference,
additional power supply

Fiber-optic sensors Easy to multiplex, immune electromagnetic
interference

Require a suitable package

Galloping Camera
Remote sensing by a GPRS network

Difficult to cover a complete span, short
lifetime of camera in harsh environment

Acceleration or tension
sensor

Directly measurement Strong electromagnetic interference,
additional power supply

Fiber-optic sensors Immune electromagnetic interference, use
OPGW/OPPC naturally

Additional light source, high cost of
demodulation system

OPGW

Transformer

Tower

Tower

Transmission linesOPPC

Transformer

Towers

Tower

Intelligent fiber diagnosis system

FBG -OTDR ROTDR

OPGW

OPPC

Smart-Bolt

FBG

Fig. 20 Intelligent fiber early fault diagnosis system in power grid monitoring.
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sensors and the FBG-based strain and hydrogen sensors were
planned to be installed in the transformer. The whole fiber
optical sensing system would be finished and worked as
a network in two years and the diagnosis program would
be realized based on enough experimental data.

Some typical experimental results are shown in Fig. 21.
Figure 21(a) illustrated the temperature of the 4-km long
transmission line monitored by R-OTDR. The temperature
is higher at noon, which can be understand easily. There
is obvious temperature difference between the suspended
transmission line and the transmission line fixed on a
tower. Sun and wind are the two main reasons. The tower
is constructed by the angle steels with the gray color,
which absorbs more heat and leads to higher temperature.
On the other hand, wind cools the suspended transmission
lines more than with the coiled cables fixed on towers. It
can be readily understood that the temperature of suspended
transmission line is lower than that of the lines fixed on tow-
ers. In addition, the temperature of tower 5 is lower than the
other towers. The main reason we believed is that the tower 5
is located at the top of the mountain and the wind is stronger.
The galloping of the transmission lines was monitored by
Φ-OTDR and one example is shown in Fig. 21(b) demon-
strating the obvious galloping frequency. In Fig. 21(d),
the FBG-based strain sensor installed on #6 tower also
observed the transmission line galloping-induced dynamic
strain on the tower, as labeled in Fig. 21(c). FBG1 are

installed at C phase hanging line of #6 tensile tower, and
FBG2 are installed at #6 tensile tower body (shown in
Fig. 13). FBG strain sensors at different positions showed
the difference in frequency, but the FBGs closed to the gal-
loping transmission line gave the same frequencies, such as
1.5 and 2.1 Hz, as those ofΦ-OTDR. The lower frequency of
0.05 Hz is the harmonic frequency of the #6 tower.

Combining different optic-sensing technologies and
applying them collaboratively in power grids, more compre-
hensive, and reliable information can be obtained for
monitoring the power grids. This is the development trend of
the future and an excellent opportunity of fiber-optic sensing
technology in smart power grids.

4 Conclusions
We reviewed the fiber-optic sensing in the health monitoring
of power grids in the past 20 years. The relevant fiber-
optic sensing technologies, including FBGs, fiber-optic
interferometers, OTDR, Φ-OTDR, B-OTDR, B-OTDA, and
R-OTDR, were reflected in terms of their operational prin-
ciples, respectively. Their applications were classified by the
components of the power grid (e.g., transformers, power
tower, and overhead transmission lines). For transformers,
fiber-optic sensors were used to monitor the early fault
symptoms of partially charge, hydrogen, and thermal abnor-
mities. For power towers, their strain, tilt, and deformation

Fig. 21 (a) Time-domain signals from R-OTDR system, (b) time-domain signals from Φ-OTDR system;
(c) time-domain signals from FBG strain sensor, and (d) frequency-domain signals from FBG strain
sensor and Φ-OTDR system.
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were detected by FBG-based sensors. The galloping induced
by icing and wind blowing, the stress concentration, and
temperature abnormity of transmission lines were measured
by FBG and types of distributed fiber-optic sensors. A fiber-
optic sensing-based early fault diagnosis system of power
grids that was planned and built up partly in Henan were
described, and some preliminary results emphasized a
win–win collaboration of FBG and Φ-OTDR in terms of
confirming the galloping event and evaluating the tower
safety. Fiber-optic sensing-based early fault monitoring sys-
tems in power grids are being accelerated by the extensive
applications of OPPC and OPGW. The costs of fiber-optic
sensing in power grids are being reduced significantly and
certainly awaiting for a huge market.
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